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GOERITZ INVARIANT OF TORUS LINKS
K. AHARA, AND S. WATANABE
abstrust. We obtain the full list of Goeritz invariants of all torus knots
and links.
1. introduction
Goeritz invariant g(L) of a link (or a knot) L is one of classical
invariants of knots and it was defined by Goeritz [1] in 1930’s.
To obtain Goeritz invariant g(L), we calculate integral elementary
divisors of a irreducible Goeritz matrix G1(D) determined by a link
projection D. (Usually we remove 1’s from the set of integral elemen-
tary divisors.)
Recently, Ikeda et al.[2] calculate Goeritz invariants of the torus links
T (3, q). They show that there are infinite number of torus links with its
Goeritz invariant of length more than one. (In fact, g(T (3, 6k)) = (0, 0)
and g(T (3, 6k + 3)) = (2, 2).)
In this article, we calculate Goeritz invariants of all torus links.
Goeritz invariant contains more information than the determinant and
the nulity of links do, but it may have less information than Alexander
ideals.
We compare Goeritz invariant and Alexander polynomial. If VL is a
Seifert matrix of a link L, Alexander polynomial is given by ∆L(t) =
det(tVL−
tVL). Alexander polynomials ∆T (p,q)(t) for torus links T (p, q)
are computed by Murasugi (see Prop. 5.2).
It is known that the symmetrization VL +
tVL has the same integral
elementary divisors as those of irreducible Goerits matrix G1. So if
the Goeritz invariants is of length 1, it coincides to the determinant
det (L) = |VL+
tVL| = ±∆L(−1). The nulity n(L) is the number of 0’s
in the Goeritz invariant. It is also the order of zero at t = −1 of ∆L(t).
The coefficient of the top term at t = −1 of ∆L(t) is the product of
non-zero entries of the Goeritz invariant.
In this context, we know that if the number of non-zero entries of
the Goeritz invariant is more than 1, it has much information than
Alexander polynomial.
Here we state our result.
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Theorem 1.1. Let p, q be a pair of integers more than 1. Let g(p, q)
be the Goeritz invariants of the torus link (or knot) T (p, q). Let r be
the GCD (greatest common divisor) of (p, q) and p = p′r, q = q′r.
(1) If both of p, q are odd, then g(p, q) = (2, · · · , 2) ((r−1)-times 2.)
( If p, q are co-prime, then g(p, q) = (1).)
(2) If p is odd and q is even, then g(p, q) = (p′, 0, · · · , 0) ((r − 1)-
times 0.) (If p, q are co-prime, then g(p, q) = (p). If p′ = 1 then
g(p, q) = (0, · · · , 0). )
(3) If both of p, q are even, then g(p, q) = (2p′q′, 0, · · · , 0) ((r − 2)-
times 0.) (If r = 2, then g(p, q) = (2p′q′).)
A Goeritz matrix G(T (p, q)) has a big size(, around (pq/2)× (pq/2)
), so we always consider how to downsize the matrix. In the proof of
our theorem, we only pursue how to transform matrices well(, indeed
we only use elementary transformations of matrices).
The authors would like to indicate an observation on a proof of our
theorem. In the ’odd p’ case, we use a kind of induction. First we
set (m,n) = (p, q) with some parameters, and consider induction for
(m,n). See for example, Lemma 3.3. There are two ways of descent
for induction, one is 2m < n case ((m,n) 7→ (m,n − m)) and the
other is 2m > n case ((m,n) 7→ (2m − n,m)). There are inductive
formula for signature of Torus knots by Murasugi, where there are two
kinds of similar recursion formula for 2m < n and 2m > n cases. Such
induction reminds us of a certain relation between Goeritz invariant
and the signature of torus knots.
In the last section, we mention homology groups of the branched
double covers of torus links, which are straightforward determined by
Goeritz invariants.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prepare some
notations and basic technical lemmas. In Section 3 we consider the case
that p is an odd number. In Section 4 we consider the case that p, q are
even numbers. When p is even, the Goeritz matrix is much complicated
than that of odd case, so we need very tricky way of calculation for even
p. In Section 5 we remark some trivial corollaries about our result.
The authors would thank Prof. Tohru Ikeda and Prof. Jun Mu-
rakami for their kind advises.
2. preliminary
2.1. Goeritz invariant. In this subsection, we recall the definition of
Goeritz matrix and Goeritz invariant of a general link. Let L be a link
(or a knot) and let D be the diagram of L. We give a checkerboard
coloring on D and obtain the signatures of all crossings as follows.
Let R0, R1, · · · , Rn be (black-)colored regions of the link projection.
Using these regions, we define the Goeritz matrix as follows. For a pair
of different numbers i, j, let gij = gji be the sum of signatures of all
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crossings where Ri and Rj intersect. Let gii be an integer satisfying
an equation
∑n
k=0 gik = 0. Let the Goeritz matrix G(D) be
(
gij
)
, a
matrix with elements gij for (i, j)-entry.
Let an irreducible Goeritz matrix G1(D) be a minor matrix of G(D)
that results from G(D) by removing an arbitrary row and an arbitrary
column. By its definition, an irreducible Goeritz matrix is not well-
defined according to choice of a removed row and a removed column.
We define the Goeritz invariant g(K) by the sequence of integral
elementary divisors (other than 1s) of G1(D). It is known that g(K)
does not depend on a link projection nor a checkerboard coloring nor
choice of a removed row nor choice of a removed column. See, for
example, section 5.3 of [3].
We describe the definition of Goeritz invariant precisely.
Definition 2.1. Two integral matricesM,N are called to be Z- equiv-
alent (M ∼ N) if we transform M into N by the followings.
(a) Interchange two rows (resp. two columns).
(b) Multiply a row (resp. a column) by −1.
(c) Add a row (resp. column) to another one multiplied by an integer.
(d) M = (1)⊕N or N = (1)⊕M .
The relations (a) or (b) or (c) are equivalent to the condition that
there exists integral general linear (IGL) matrices U1, U2 ∈ GL(Z) such
that M = U1NU2.
In the elementary divisor theory, it is known that any integral square
matrix has a normalized form
diag(1, · · · , 1, d1, d2, · · · , dk) = (1)
r⊕ ⊕ (d1)⊕ (d2)⊕ · · · ⊕ (dk),
and the next proposition follows.
Proposition 2.2 (Integral elementary divisors). Any integral square
matrix X is Z-equivalent to (d1)⊕ (d2)⊕ · · · ⊕ (dk). Here di is a non-
negative integer (di 6= 1) and there exists an integer ci such that di =
cidi−1 for each i. The sequence (d1, d2, · · · , dk) is uniquely determined.
Definition 2.3 (Goeritz invariant). For a given knot (or a link) L, we
choose one projectionD and one checkerboard coloring onD. We define
Goeritz invariant g(L) = (d1, d2, · · · , dk) by the unique sequence of the
integral elementary divisors of a irreducible Goeritz matrix G1(D).
2.2. Notations of matrices. In this subsection, we prepare some no-
tations about matrices. Let q be a positive integer greater than 1. Let
Mq(Z) be a set of integral matrices of size q × q.
+1 -1
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Let E = Eq be an identity matrix and W = Wq be a cyclic permu-
tation matrix given by
W =Wq =


0 1
0
. . .
. . . 1
1 0

 ,
where these matrices are of size q × q. Remark that W q = E and
detW = (−1)q−1.
Let X = Xq be defined by Xq =Wq +W
−1
q . That is,
X = Xq =


0 1 1
1 0
. . .
. . .
. . . 1
1 1 0


Let N = Nq be a nil matrix given by
N = Nq =


0 1
0
. . .
. . .
. . .
0 1
0

 .
Remark that N q = O.
2.3. technical lemmas. In this subsection, we introduce Z[w,w−1]-
equivalence and we show some technical lemmas.
Definition 2.4. Let M,N be matrices with entries of Z[w,w−1]. M
and N are called to be Z[w,w−1]-equivalent (M
Z[w,w−1]
∼ N) if we trans-
form M into N by the followings.
(a) Interchange two rows (resp. two columns).
(b) Multiply a row (resp. a column) by a unit in Z[w,w−1].
(c) Add a row (resp. column) to another one multiplied by a constant
in Z[w,w−1].
(d) M = (1)⊕N or N = (1)⊕M .
We prepare two technical lemmas on Z[w,w−1]-equivalence for the
proof of our theorem.
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Lemma 2.5. Let x be defined by x = w + w−1 ∈ Z[w,w−1], and let
k × k matrix Fk(w) be
Fk(w) =


−x 1
1 −x 1
1
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 1
1 −x 1
1 −x+ 1


∈Mk(Z[w,w
−1]).
(1) Fk(w)
Z[w,w−1]
∼
(
detFk(w)
)
.
(2) detFk(w) =
k∑
i=−k
(−w)i.
Proof. Interchanging rows of Fk(w), we move the first row to the lowest
row. That is, we have
Fk(w) ∼


1 −x 1
1
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 1
1 −x 1
1 −x+ 1
−x 1 0 · · · · · · 0


.
Remark that the part (from the first row to (k − 1)-th row) of this
matrix is upper triangle. So, using Gaussian elimination, we have the
following matrix for a polynomial f(w).
Fk(w) ∼


1 ∗
. . .
1
0 f(w)

 (f(w) ∈ Z[w,w−1])
Remarking that the Gaussian elimination preserve the determinant of
matrices and observing the last matrix, we show that the (k, k)-entry
f(w) satisfies f(w) = ±detFk(w), and the statement (1) follows.
(2) We show the formula by induction. When k = 1, the entry is
−x+ 1 = −w−1 + 1− w. When k = 2, the left hand side is
det
(
−w − w−1 1
1 −w − w−1 + 1
)
= w−2 − w−1 + 1− w + w2
and the statement holds.
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We assume that the formula (2) holds for k = 1, 2, · · · , h. Using
Laplace expansion, we have
detFh+1(w) = −x detFh(w)− detFh−1(w)
= (w + w−1)
(
h∑
i=−h
(−w)i
)
−

 h−1∑
i=−(h−1)
(−w)i


=
h+1∑
i=−(h+1)
(−w)i,
and the proof completes. 
In the same way, it is easy to show the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let a k × k matrix F˜k(w) be defined by
F˜k(w) =


−x+ 1 1
1 −x 1
1
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 1
1 −x 1
1 −x+ 1


∈Mk(Z[w,w
−1]).
(1) F˜k(w)
Z[w,w−1]
∼
(
detF˜k(w)
)
(2) detF˜k(w) = detFk(w) + detFk−1(w).
3. Proof of Theorem for odd p
3.1. Goeritz matrices of torus links. In this subsection, we get a
Goeritz matrix G(T (p, q)) of the torus knot (link) for a odd number p
(3 ≤ p) and an integer q (2 ≤ q).
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that p is odd and p = 2k+1. (k = 1, 2, · · · )
A Goeritz matrix G(T (p, q)) is given by the following.
G(T (p, q)) =


−q 1
t1 −X E
E −X E
E
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . E
E −X E
E −X + E


∈Mkq+1(Z)
Here, X = Xq =Wq +W
−1
q , E = Eq, 1 =
(
1 1 · · · 1
)
∈M1,q(Z)
Proof. First, we make an checkerboard coloring on the diagram of a
torus link T (p, q) as in the following figure. We determine names of
each regions of the diagram as follows.
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We obtain a Goeritz matrix immediately from this figure. 
Next, let G1(T (p, q)) be a minor matrix that results from G(T (p, q))
by removing the first row and the first column. We start to transform
this matrix into smaller one.
Lemma 3.2. @ Suppose that p = 2k + 1, p ≤ q, and
G1(T (p, q)) =


−X E
E −X E
E
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . E
E −X E
E −X + E


∈Mkq(Z),
then we obtain
G1(T (p, q)) ∼ Eq + Ap,q +W
p
q .
Here Ap,q is a q × q matrix given by
Ap,q =


O O
p︷ ︸︸ ︷ q−p︷ ︸︸ ︷
−1 1 − 1 · · · − 1 0 0 · · · 0

.
Proof. Here we substitute w = W for Lemma 2.5. In the similar way
of the proof of Lemma 2.5 (1), we eliminate entries of G1(T (p, q)) and
obtain
G1(T (p, q)) ∼
k∑
i=−k
(−Wq)
i.
R
0
R
1
RqR
2
Rkq-k+1 Rkq-k+2
Rkq
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Next, we calculate (Eq+Nq)W
k
q (
k∑
i=−k
(−Wq)
i). Because (Eq+Nq)W
k
q
is unimodular, the resulting matrix is Z-equivalent to G1(T (p, q)).
G1(T (p, q))
∼ (Eq +Nq)W
k
q
(
k∑
i=−k
(−Wq)
i
)
= Eq +Nq − (Wq +NqWq) + (W
2
q +NqW
2
q ) + · · ·
+ (−1)p−1(W p−1q +NqW
p−1
q )
= Eq + (Nq −Wq)(Eq −Wq +W
2
q − · · ·+W
p−1
q ) +W
p
q
Here, remark that Nq −Wq =
(
O
−1
)
, and we obtain
= Eq + Ap,q +W
p
q .

3.2. Proof of 1.1(1). In this subsection, we show Theorem 1.1 for
odd p, q. We suppose p ≤ q without loss of generality.
First we define an n× n matrix W (m,n, e1, e2, k, h) as follows.
W (m,n, e1, e2, k, h) =
m︷ ︸︸ ︷ n−m︷ ︸︸ ︷
=


1 e1
. . .
. . .
1
. . .
. . . e1
e2 1
. . .
. . .
e2 1



 n−m
 m
+


O O
m︷ ︸︸ ︷ n−m︷ ︸︸ ︷
−k k − k · · · (−1)mk −h h − h · · · (−1)n−mh


Because of the assumption p ≤ q, Eq+Ap,q+W
p
q isW (p, q, 1, 1, 1, 0).
For a matrix W (m,n, e1, e2, k, h) of size n × n, we consider the fol-
lowing two operations of elementary transformations.
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(operation 1) When 2m < n, we add j-th row (j = 1, 2, · · · , m)
multiple by −e1 to (m+ j)-th row.
(operation 2) When 2m < n, we add j-th row (j = 1, 2, · · · , n−m)
multiple by −e1 to (m+ j)-th row.
After the operation 1, there remain diagonal elements in the j-th
row (j = 1, 2, · · · , m). After the operation 2, there remain diagonal
elements in the j-th row (j = 1, 2, · · · , n − m). Then Lemma 3.3
follows .
Lemma 3.3. (1) When 2m < n, using the operation 1, we show
that W (m,n, e1, e2, k, h) is Z-equivalent to W (m,n−m, e1,−e1e2, h−
e1k, (−1)
mh).
(2) When 2m > n, using the operation 2, we show thatW (m,n, e1, e2,
k, h) is Z-equivalent to W (2m− n,m,−e1e2, e2, (−1)
n−mk, h− e1k).
From Lemma 3.3, we show the following key proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that both of p, q are odd and that r is the
GCD of (p, q). ThenW (p, q, 1, 1, 1, 0) is Z-equivalent toW (r, 2r, 1,−1,−1, 0)
or W (r, 2r,−1, 1, 0, 1).
Proof. First, set m = p and n = q. When n 6= 2m, we can apply one of
operations 1 and 2. After the operation, the GCD is preserved and the
sum m+n decreases. So we can apply operations until (m,n) = (r, 2r)
within finite steps.
On the other hand, transition of combinations of parities of m,n and
values of e1, e2, k, h are limited to the followings.
W (odd, odd, 1, 1, 1, 0)
(1)
⇐=⇒W (odd, even, 1,−1,−1, 0)
(2)
⇐=⇒
W (even, odd, 1,−1, 1, 1)
(1)
⇐=⇒W (even, odd, 1, 1, 0, 1)
(2)
⇐=⇒
W (odd, even,−1, 1, 0, 1)
(1)
⇐=⇒W (odd, odd,−1, 1, 1,−1)
(2)
⇐=⇒
W (odd, odd, 1, 1, 1, 0)
The GCD r is odd number and the cases corresponding to(m,n) =
(r, 2r) are W (odd, even, 1,−1,−1, 0) or W (odd, even,−1, 1, 0, 1). This
completes the proof. 
Using this proposition, we can show Theorem 1.1 (1) immediately.
Proposition 3.5. If p, q are odd and p ≤ q, then g(p, q) = (2, · · · , 2)
((r − 1)-times 2.) ( If p, q are co-prime, then g(p, q) = (1).)
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Proof. If the irreducible Goeritz matrix G1(T (p, q)) is Z-equivalent to
W (r, 2r, 1,−1,−1, 0), then we obtain the result by the following calcu-
lation. Here Ar = Ar,r.
W (r, 2r, 1,−1,−1, 0)
=
(
Er Er
−Er − Ar Er
)
∼
(
Er O
−Er −Ar 2Er + Ar
)
∼ 2Er + Ar
=




2
2
. . .
. . .
−1 1 · · · 1 1

 = (2)
(r−1)⊕ (r > 1)
(1) (r = 1)
In the similar way, we can show it in the case of W (r, 2r,−1,+1, 0, 1).
This completes the proof. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1(2). In this subsection we show our
theorem for an odd p and an even q.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that p is odd and q is even. Let integers
s, t be determined by p = qs+ t. (0 ≤ t < q, 0 ≤ s.) Such integers are
uniquely determined.
(1) The irreducible Goeritz matrix G1(T (p, q)) of T (p, q) is Z-equivalent
to W (t, q, 1, 1, s+ 1,−s).
(2) There exists integers k, h satisfying |k − h| = p′ = p/r such that
W (t, q, 1, 1, s+ 1,−s) is Z-equivalent to W (r, 2r, 1, 1, k, h).
Proof. (1) In the halfway of the proof of Lemma 3.2 we have
G1(T (p, q)) ∼Eq + (Nq −Wq)(Eq −Wq +W
2
q − · · ·+W
p−1
q ) +W
p
q
=Eq +W
p
q +
(
O
−1
)
(Eq −Wq +W
2
q − · · ·+W
p−1
q ).
Because q is even and (Wq)
q = E, (1) follows immediately.
(2) We consider in the same way in the former half of the proof of
Proposition 3.4. First set m = t, n = q and continue applying opera-
tions 1 and 2 until (m,n) = (r, 2r).
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The transition of combinations of parities of m,n and values of
e1, e2, k, h is limited as follows.
W (odd, even, 1, 1, k, h)
(1)
=⇒ W (odd, odd, 1,−1, h− k,−h)(1)
W (odd, even, 1, 1, k, h)
(2)
=⇒ W (even, odd,−1, 1,−k, h− k)(2)
W (even, odd,−1, 1, k, h)
(1)
=⇒W (even, odd,−1, 1, h+ k, h)(3)
W (even, odd,−1, 1, k, h)
(2)
=⇒W (odd, even, 1, 1,−k, h+ k)(4)
W (odd, odd, 1,−1, k, h)
(1)
=⇒W (odd, even, 1, 1, h− k,−h)(5)
W (odd, odd, 1,−1, k, h)
(2)
=⇒W (odd, odd, 1,−1, k, h− k)(6)
The case corresponding to (m,n) = (r, 2r) is onlyW (odd, even, 1, 1, k, h).
(Here remark that r is odd.) So there exists integers k, h such that
W (t, q, 1, 1, s+ 1,−s) ∼W (r, 2r, 1, 1, k, h).
We have another observation from the above transition list. When
m is odd e1 = 1, and when m is even e1 = −1. A formula −e1 = (−1)
m
follows.
Next we calculate the value of |k−h|. Consider the alternating sum
of the n-th column of W (m,n, e1, e2, k, h). In fact we define an integer
ℓ(m,n, e1, e2, k, h) by |km+ (−1)
mh(n−m)|.
Applying the operation 1, we have a map W (m,n, e1, e2, k, h) 7→
W (m,n−m, e1,−e1e2, h− e1k, (−1)
mh).
ℓ(m,n−m, e1,−e1e2, h− e1k, (−1)
mh)
= |(h− e1k)m+ (−1)
m((−1)mh)(n− 2m)|
= | − e1km+ h(n−m)|
= |km+ (−1)mh(n−m)| = ℓ(m,n, e1, e2, k, h).
Therefore we show that
ℓ(m,n, e1, e2, k, h) = ℓ(m,n−m, e1,−e1e2, h− e1k, (−1)
mh)
holds.
Applying the operation 2, we have a map W (m,n, e1, e2, k, h) 7→
W (2m− n,m,−e1e2, e2, (−1)
n−mk, h− e1k).
ℓ(2m− n,m,−e1e2, e2, (−1)
n−mk, h− e1k)
= |(−1)n−mk(2m− n) + (−1)2m−n(h− e1k)(m− (2m− n))|
= |(−1)n{k((−1)m(2m− n) + e1(n−m)) + h(n−m)}|
= |(−1)n{(−1)mkm+ h(n−m)}|
= |(−1)n+m(km+ (−1)mh(n−m))| = |km+ (−1)mh(n−m)|
And we have
ℓ(m,n, e1, e2, k, h) = ℓ(2m− n,m,−e1e2, e2, (−1)
n−mk, h− e1k).
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From the statement (1), we have ℓ(t, q, 1, 1, s+1,−s) = ℓ(r, 2r, 1, 1, k, h).
Straightforward ℓ(r, 2r, 1, 1, k, h) = |rh+(−1)rrk| holds. Since r is odd,
we have ℓ(r, 2r, 1, 1, k, h) = r|k − h|. On the other hand,
ℓ(t, q, 1, 1, s+ 1, s) = (s+ 1)t+ (−1)t(−s)(q − t) = t+ sq = p
is followed by r|k − h| = p and we now get the result |k − h| = p′. 
Now we show (2) of the main theorem.
Proposition 3.7 (Theorem 1.1 (2)). Suppose that p is odd and q is
even. Then g(p, q) = (p′, 0, · · · , 0) ((r − 1)-times 0.) (If p, q are co-
prime then g(p, q) = (p), if p′ = 1 then g(p, q) = (0, · · · , 0)) D
Proof. From the above Proposition, the irreducible Goeritz matrixG1(T (p, q))
is Z-equivalent to W (r, 2r, 1, 1, k, h) and |k−h| = p′. If Ar = Ar,r then
W (r, 2r,+1,+1, h, k)
=
(
Er Er
Er + hAr Er + kAr
)
∼ (h− k)Ar ∼ p
′

 O
−1 1 −1 · · · 1 −1


Therefore we have g(p, q) = (p′, 0, · · · , 0). Here there are (r− 1) times
zeros. If p, q are co-prime, r = 1 and there are no zero and g(p, q) = (p).
If p′ = 1(, that is, p = r) then g(p, q) = (0, · · · , 0) (, 1 is removed). 
4. Proof of Theorem for even p
4.1. Goeritz matrices of torus links T (p, q) for even p. In this
subsection, we get a Goeritz matrix G(T (p, q)) of the torus link for
even numbers p and q.
Proposition 4.1. Assume that p is an even positive integer. A Goeritz
matrix G(T (p, q)) is given by the following.
G(T (p, q)) =


−Xq + Eq Eq
Eq −Xq Eq
Eq
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . Eq
Eq −Xq Eq
Eq −Xq + Eq


Here there are p
2
blocks in rows and columns.
See the following figure.
In this case, we first obtain the integral elementary divisors of
G(T (p, q)). The matrix G(T (p, q)) is sigular(, because the sum of ele-
ments in every row or in every column is zero), so the set of the integral
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elementary divisors contains at least one 0. Using this property we can
calculate the set of integral elementary divisors of G1(T (p, q)) from that
of G(T (p, q)).
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that the integral elementary divisors of
G(T (p, q)) are d1, d2, · · · , dr, 0. Here di is a non-negative integer (di 6=
1) and there exists an ingeter ci such that di = cidi−1. Then the inte-
gral elementary divisors of G1(T (p, q))are d1, d2, · · · , dr and hence the
Goeritz invariant g(p, q) is (d1, d2, · · · , dr).
Proof. First let G be G(T (p, q)) for simplisity, and let ℓ be pq
2
, the size
of G.
From the assumption of the proposition, there exist IGL (integral
general linear) matrices U, U ′ such that
(*) UGU ′ = diag(1, · · · , 1, d1, d2, · · · , dr, 0).
On the other hand, there exist P,Q, S, P ′, Q′, S ′ such that U = PQS,
U ′ = S ′P ′Q′, where P, P ′ are lower triangle IGL matrices, Q,Q′ are
upper triangle IGL matrices, and S, S ′ are permutation matrices. (LU
decomposition)
Let an ℓ× ℓ matrix T be as follows.
T =


1
1
. . .
−1 · · · −1 1


By definition of a Goeritz matrix G =
(
gij
)
, we have
∑ℓ−1
k=0 gik =∑ℓ−1
k=0 gki = 0 for any i. Hence all entries of ℓ-th row and those of
ℓ-th column of T (S GS ′) tT are zero. So there exists a matrix G′ such
that
(**) T (S GS ′) tT = G′ ⊕ (0).
Here G′ is a matrix that results from G by changing rows and columns
and removing one row and one column. Therefore G′ is Z-equivalent
to a irreducible Goeritz matrix G1(T (p, q)). (G1(T (p, q)) ∼ G
′.)
R
1
Rq-1R
2
Rkq-k Rkq-k+1
Rkq-1
R
0
Rq
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Substituting the formula (*) to (**), we obtain the following.
(PQT−1)(G′ ⊕ (0))( tT−1P ′Q′) = diag(1, · · · , 1, d1, d2, · · · , dr, 0).
Next, we set PQT−1 = Pˆ Qˆ, and tT−1P ′Q′ = Pˆ ′Qˆ′, where Pˆ , Pˆ ′ are
lower triangle IGL matrices, and Qˆ, Qˆ′ are upper triangle IGL matrices.
There exists a matrix G′′ such that
Qˆ(G′ ⊕ (0))Pˆ ′ = G′′ ⊕ (0),
and clearly G′ ∼ G′′ holds(, because the (ℓ, ℓ)-minor of Qˆ, Pˆ ′ are also
IGL matrices). And,
Pˆ (G′′ ⊕ (0))Qˆ′ = diag(1, · · · , 1, d1, d2, · · · , dr, 0)
is followed by G′′ ∼ diag(1, · · · , 1, d1, d2, · · · , dr). (Because the (ℓ, ℓ)-
minor of Pˆ , Qˆ′ are also IGL matrices.) We have a conclusion that
the integral elementary divisors of G1(T (p, q)) are d1, d2, · · · , dr and
complete the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
In the sequel, we assume that both p and q are even numbers and
that p ≤ q. Let r be the GCD of (p, q) and let p′, q′ be integers such
that p = p′r, q = q′r. Remark that r is an even number. The size of
G(T (p, q)) in Proposition 4.1 is pq
2
× pq
2
. We will downsize this matrix
by Z-equivalence with the following three steps.
(step 1) Down to q × q matrix, (step 2) down to p × p matrix, and
(step 3) down to 2r × 2r matrix.
4.2. Down to q × q matrix. In this subsection, we downsize G (in
Proposition 4.1) into a q × q matrix by Z-equivalence. Using a similar
way of proof of 2.6, we can show that G(T (p, q)) is Z-equivalent to
F˜k(Wq). Let G2 be F˜k(Wq).
G(T (p, q)) ∼ F˜k(Wq) = Fk(Wq) + Fk−1(Wq)
=
k∑
i=−k
(−Wq)
i +
k−1∑
i=−(k−1)
(−Wq)
i
= (−Wq)
−k + 2
k−1∑
i=−(k−1)
(−Wq)
i + (−Wq)
k
= (Eq − 2Wq +W
2
q )(Eq +W
2
q +W
4
q + · · ·+W
p−2
q )(−Wq)
−k
( =: G2)
G2 is already q × q matrix, but we furthermore transform G2 and
regulate the form. Let G3 be (Eq +Nq)
2G2(−Wq)
k. We calculate this
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matrix and obtain the follows.
G3 = (Eq +Nq)
2G2(−Wq)
p
=
p (k blocks)︷ ︸︸ ︷ q−p︷ ︸︸ ︷

E2 −E2 −E2 E2 O
E2
. . . −E2 E2
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . E2
E2
. . .
. . . −E2
−E2
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . E2
. . .
. . .
−E2 E2
. . . −E2
B2 · · · B2 B2 − E2 E2




q − p


p
Here B2 is a 2×2 matrix
(
−2 2
−2 2
)
. Since (Eq+Nq)
2, (−Wq)
p are IGL
matrices, we have G2 ∼ G3.
4.3. Down to p× p matrix. In the sequel, Let Bm,n be defined by
Bm,n =

−2 2 −2 2 · · ·−2 2 −2 2 · · ·
· · ·

 ∈Mm,n(Z).
We focus on the right-upper half of the matrix G3. A matrix
p︷ ︸︸ ︷ q−p︷ ︸︸ ︷

E2 −E2 −E2 E2 O
E2
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . E2
. . .
. . . −E2
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
O
. . . −E2
E2


= (Eq −N
2
q )(Eq −N
p
q ).
is an IGL matrix and its inverse matrix is
((Eq−N
2
q )(Eq−N
p
q ))
−1 = (Eq+N
p
q +N
2p
q + · · · )(Eq+N
2
q +N
4
q + · · · ).
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We divide G3 into three parts, that is,
G3 = (Eq −N
2
q )(Eq −N
p
q )
+
(
O O
B2,p O
)
+


O
E2
−E2
. . .
. . . E2
−E2
O


We calculate ((Eq −N
2
q )(Eq −N
p
q ))
−1G3 one by one.
((Eq −N
2
q )(Eq −N
p
q ))
−1
(
O O
B2,p O
)
=


... O
3Bp,p O
2Bp,p O
Bp,p O

 ,
((Eq −N
2
q )(Eq −N
p
q ))
−1
p︷ ︸︸ ︷ q−p︷ ︸︸ ︷

O
E2
−E2
. . .
. . . E2
−E2
O


=

 ... O−Ep O
−Ep O

 .
We sum them up and we know that there exists a matrix G4 ∈Mp(Z)
such that
((Eq −N
2
q )(Eq −N
p
q ))
−1G3 =
p︷︸︸︷ q−p︷︸︸︷(
G4 O
∗ Eq−p
)
} p
} q − p
.
Suppose that integers m,α are given by q = mp+α(, 0 ≤ α < p), then
explicitly we have
G4 = Ep +
(
(m+ 1)Bα,p
mBp−α,p
)
−W−αp ,
and G3 and G4 are Z-equivalent to each other.
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4.4. Down to 2r × 2r matrix and proof of the theorem 1.1(3).
We divide into two cases: case 1:α = 0, and case 2: α > 0. When
α = 0, Ep −W
−α
p = O and
G4 = mBp,p ∼ (2m)⊕ (0)
(p−1)⊕
holds. From Proposition 4.2, we obtain
g(p,mp) = (2m, 0, · · · , 0) ((p− 2)-times 0),
In this case, p = r, p′ = 1, q′ = m is followed by Theorem 1.1(3)
immediately.
Next consider the case α > 0. Let an integer α′ be defined by α′ = α
r
.
Remark that q′ = mp′+α′. We divide G4 into blocks of r× r matrices.
Let G′4, G
′′
4 be defined by
G′4 =
p−α︷ ︸︸ ︷ α︷ ︸︸ ︷

Er −Er
. . .
. . .
. . . −Er
−Er
. . .
. . .
. . .
−Er Er



 α
 p− α
G′′4 =


(m+ 1)Ar · · · (m+ 1)Ar
...
(m+ 1)Ar · · · (m+ 1)Ar
mAr · · · mAr
...
mAr · · · mAr



 α
 p− α
,
then we have G4 = G
′
4 +G
′′
4. Let T and T
′ be defined by
T =


Er −Er · · · −Er
Er
. . .
Er

 , T ′ =


Er Er · · · Er
Er
. . .
Er

 ∈Mp(Z),
then we have
T ′G′4T =


O O O · · · O
Er −Er
. . .
. . .
. . . −Er
−Er Er · · · Er 2Er · · · Er
. . .
. . .
−Er Er


.
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Since p′ = p/r and α′ = α/r are co-prime, after changing some rows
together and changing some columns together, we have
T ′G′4T ∼


O · · · · · · · · · O
−Er 2Er Er · · · Er
−Er Er
. . .
. . .
−Er Er


We make a right multiplication by


Er O · · · O
O Er O
...
...
. . .
O Er · · · Er

 and we have
∼


O · · · · · · · · · · · · O
−Er p
′Er (p
′ − 2)Er · · · 2Er Er
∗ O Er O
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
∗ O O Er


.
We make the same elementary transformations on G′′4 as we did on G
′
4,
we have
G′′4 ∼


(mp′ + α′)Br O · · · O
mBr
...
...
∗
...
...
...
...
...
∗ O · · · O

 .
We sum them up and obtain
G4 ∼


(mp′ + α′)Br O · · · · · · O
mBr − Er p
′Er ∗ · · · ∗
∗ O Er
∗
... Er
∗ O Er


∼
(
(mp′ + α′)Br O
mBr − Er p
′Er
)
∼
(
(mp′ + α′)Br p
′(mp′ + α′)Br
−Er O
)
∼ p′(mp′ + α′)Br ∼ (2p
′q′)⊕ (0)(r−1)⊕.
From Proposition 4.2,
g(p, q) = (2p′q′, 0, · · · , 0) ((r − 2)- times 0)
and we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 (3).
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5. Relation with Alexander polynomials
In this section we mention two topics about relation between Goeritz
invariants, double branched cover of S3, and Alexander polynomials of
torus links.
Kawauchi’s book [3] says that Georitz invariant (d1, · · · , dk) and in-
tegral elementary divisors of the symmetrized matrix V + tV of the
Seifert matrix V coincide. (See Prop 8.2.2.jThese integral elementary
divisors give the first homology of a double branched cover of the link.
That is, if ML is a double branched cover of S
3 along the link L, then
H1(ML) ≡ Zd1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Zdk
holds. The following corollary follows this fact.
Corollary 5.1. Let M = MT (p,q) be a double branched cover of torus
link T (p, q).
(1) If both of p, q are odd, then H1(M) ∼= Z
(r−1)⊕
2 ( If p, q are co-
prime, then H1(M) = O.)
(2) If p is odd and q is even, then H1(M) ∼= Zp′⊕Z
(r−1)⊕ (If p, q are
co-prime, then H1(M) ∼= Zp. If p
′ = 1 then H1(M) ∼= Z
(r−1)⊕. )
(3) If both of p, q are even, then H1(M) ∼= Z2p′q′ ⊕Z
(r−2)⊕ (If r = 2,
then H1(M) ∼= Z2p′q′.)
The second topic is on Alexander polynomial. It is given by ∆L(t) =
det(tV − tV ). Murasugi [4] shows the following formulas on torus links.
Proposition 5.2. Alexander polynomial ∆(t) of the torus link T (p, q)
is given by follows.
(1) If p, q are co-prime, then
∆(t) = t−
(p−1)(q−1)
2
(1− t)(1− tpq)
(1− tp)(1− tq)
(2) If the GCD r of (p, q) is more than 1, then
∆(t) = t−
(p−1)(q−1)
2
(1− t)(1− tpq/r)r
(1− tp)(1− tq)
.
On the above formulas, we define the zero-order k and the top-
coefficient ak by
t
(p−1)(q−1)
2 ∆(t) = ak(t+ 1)
k + ak+1(t+ 1)
k+1 + · · · .
It is easy to show that (1) k is nulity and that (2) |ak| equals to the
product of non-zero elementary divisors of ∆(−1). This is a small
corollary of our theorem.
Corollary 5.3. Let r be the GCD of (p, q).
(1) If both of p, q are odd, then k = 1 and ak = 2
r−1.
(2) If p is odd and q is even, then k = r − 1 and ak = p
′ = p/r.
(3) If both of p, q are even, then k = r − 2 and ak = 2p
′q′ = 2pq/r2.
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